
Repaso de Capítulos Preliminar, 1-6 

• Oral

• Escrita


Write a complete description of yourself with prompts from each chapter. Be sure that you use 
only words and grammar that you have learned in Spanish class at St. Catharine. After your 
written assignment is complete, you will be asked to talk about yourself in Spanish using notes 
from this writing assignment.


Introduction, Paragraph 1 - 
¿Cómo eres? - Describe yourself in Spanish using as much of this chapter's vocabulary as 
possible: 

- origen

- apariencia física 

- ¿Cuántos años tienes?

- salud


Paragraph 2 -  
Tu casa y tu familia - Describe your home and your family using as much vocabulary from 
Chapter 2 as possible. Use the prompts below to begin your sentences and add more if you 
want. 

- Mi familia y yo vivimos en una casa …

- Nuestra casa está en …

- En mi cuarto hay …

- Tengo … (un hermano, una hermana) / No tengo hermanas …

- Tengo una mascota, … / No tengo una mascota.

- Comemos (desayuno, almuerzo, cena) en casa. Para el ________, comemos ….


Paragraph 3 - 
Características, conducta, y emociones - Describe your personality traits, behaviors, and your 
feelings using as much of this chapter's vocabulary as possible. Your last three sentences in 
this paragraphs will begin with the last three phrases listed here:

- características

- conducta

- Estoy nervioso(a) cuando ...

- Estoy contento(a) cuando ...

- Me enoja cuando ...


Paragraph 4 -  
Gustos y actividades - Describe the things you like and your activities using as much of this 
chapter's vocabulary as possible. You will also use other chapters, such as Chapter 4 (food) 
and Chapter 5 (sports) or older vocabulary like school, home and family. Use the prompts 
below to begin your sentences and add more if you want.

- Después de las clases, yo …..

- Mis amigos y yo …

- Con mis amigos, nos gusta …

- También me gusta …

- No me gusta …

- Me aburre

- En particular, me interesa …




Grading: 
Use precise and varied vocabulary from every chapter to communicate what you want to say.

Check your work for spelling and grammatical errors.

Respond thoroughly to each paragraph prompt of the assignment.

Organize your ideas in a logical way within each paragraph.

Do not use vocabulary not included in your textbook.

Do not use an online translator.


advanced intermediate beginning 

vocabulary precise, varied vocabulary 
from all chapters

functional, limited to basic 
vocabulary from all chapters

inadequate use of 
vocabulary from all chapters

grammar excellent, very few or no errors some errors, but they do not 
hinder communication 

hard to understand due to 
errors, multiple errors in 

sentence structure 

content excellent response to the 
prompts good response to the prompts partial or incomplete 

response to the prompts 

organization ideas presented in a
 logical order 

loosely organized, some 
confused sequencing, main 

ideas present 
lack of organization

effort excellent good lack of effort


